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Abstract
CMOS technology is the dominant semiconductor technology for microprocessors, memories and
application specific integrated circuits (ASICs). Some disadvantages of this technology include: long
reboot latency of programmable circuits, data loss during unexpected power supply interruptions and
high leakage currents, especially when the technology scales down to 100 nm and below. In order to
improve the reboot speed, data security and reduce energy dissipation, recently, the design and
implementation of circuits using Nano-scale magnetic cells is highly regarded. Nano-scale magnetic
cells such as MTJs (Magnetic Tunnel Junction) are tiny, fast, programmable, non-volatile, almost zero
static power consuming, and compatible with semiconductor elements. These special features have
made MTJs a viable solution for future logic devices and memories. In this talk, I will introduce the
previous and our proposed solutions for efficient design of logic circuits using MTJs.
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